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A Message
from Our
CEO

Thank You

As CEO of the Central Alberta Child Advocacy Centre, I value
the opportunity to look back on the year and take note of
our ups and downs. The age of COVID-19 continues to hang
over us, and we have all felt the distance between us… both
literally and figuratively. Some families in our community have
suffered under the added stress and we have seen a rise in
the number of forensic interviews taking place at the centre. It
is disheartening that the number of children walking through
our doors continues to rise and that the most vulnerable of
our society often feels the weight of trying times more than
anyone else.
And yet… as stress is on the rise for some, there are shining lights in our community who step up and
lighten the load for those around them. We have seen acts of incredible generosity by donors in countless
ways. Every single way that our donors show us their support makes a difference to the children and
families we serve. This tremendous support creates the foundation on which we continue to grow and
better help the people in Central Alberta.
With a solid foundation in place, our service team can connect with our children and families and help them
through some of their most difficult days. I have a great deal of pride and gratitude for our outstanding

B E B R AV E

team members who work magic to help our young people and their families heal from trauma. Our CAC
team, from our board to our frontline workers, and all of those in supporting roles, are to be commended
for their commitment and dedication to the vulnerable children and families in Central Alberta.
The future is bright and we will continue to work diligently to end child abuse.
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Our
Core

Mission

To work in an integrated, trauma
informed environment to treat
abused children, youth, and their
families, support their recovery and
seek to stop the cycle of abuse.

Vision

Empowering children and families
impacted by abuse to lead healthy
and fulfilling lives by building a
community that collectively
battles child abuse.
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About the

Central Alberta Child Advocacy Centre
The Central Alberta Child Advocacy Centre is a not-for-profit organization
rooted in the protection and recovery of today’s most innocent and
vulnerable – our children.
The CACAC was founded in response to a community crisis. An epidemic of youth
suicides hit hard in Central Alberta, sparking overdue conversations and the
need for a solution. A community coalition was formed with a goal to provide
accessible mental health resources for adolescents, but the vision quickly
expanded thanks to Sheldon Kennedy.
The idea of creating a child advocacy centre, not just for Red Deer, but all of Central Alberta
soon came to fruition. Conversations, connections and courageous commitment lead to what we
have today: the Central Alberta Child Advocacy Centre.
The CAC was designed to provide wrap-around support to all children and families who need us.
It takes courage for a child to come forward and share that someone has hurt them - we are here
to listen without judgment, provide a safe and comfortable space for them to share their story, to provide guidance and support, and to ultimately give them back the chance of a healthy
future.
The story of the CACAC continues today, and we are committed to changing the way that the
people of Central Alberta overcome child abuse.
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Our
Approach
THE TRADITIONAL RESPONSE TO CHILD ABUSE
A confusing network of agencies and services working in separation.

WHERE DOES CHARLIE (THEY/THEM) GO?
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CHANGING THE RESPONSE
Together, we are changing the way Central Alberta responds to
child abuse. Our Centre works collectively with various partners
across Central Alberta to ensure every child’s needs are met, and
they are supported in the most child-friendly and effective way.
Through collaboration we are able to better support our kiddos.

Since conception, the CACAC has focused on creating a community solution for
our most vulnerable; a solution that puts the needs of the child at the center
of everything. As a team, and as a community, we have been able to change
the way we respond to child abuse - providing a safer place for a child to tell
their story, be supported and start their journey to a healthier, brighter future.
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Who We
Support
Primary Type of Abuse Reported:

38%
Physical Abuse: 26%
Sexual Abuse:

Sexualized Behaviour:
Exhibiting & Affected: 13%
Sexual Exploitation: 10%

Witness to Domestic Violence: 8%
Emotional Abuse,
Mental Health & Neglect: 5%

The True Meaning Of
Bravery...
When a child or youth needs help
leaving an abusive situation, we are
here for them – not just for their
immediate safety, but as part of an
ongoing healing process.
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Source of Referral

74%

6%

12%

8%

RCMP

Children’s
Services

AHS

Other

(Self, VSU,
CASASC,
Schools etc.)

Our Service Partners

Through our coordinated approach, we’re making the essential links
to ensure children find the right supports at the most critical time,
reducing the impact of abuse and preventing further victimization.

458

Children & Youth
Supported

409
Forensic
Interviews

8X

greater increase in
online sexual
exploitation
*Q4 19/20 vs Q4 20/21
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Who
We Support
Ages at Time of Reporting
0-5

13-17

6-12

16%

35%

96%

48%

48%

Know their
offender

28%

Intrafamilial
Abuse

Bio-Parent

Where We Support
45%

20%

30%

5%

Red
Deer

Rural
Central
AB

Urban
Central
AB

Other

87
Communities
Served
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Mental Health Message

From Our Partners at Alberta Health Services:
“The impact of the pandemic on youth and family addiction & mental health is
immeasurable overall; however, we have seen a significant impact in referrals for outpatient services as well as a surge in Emergency Room presentations for families in crisis.
We have observed overall family resiliency has decreased where families previously able
to navigate through situational crisis do not have the psychological capacity to navigate
through them presently.
We are in the process of developing family and youth groups for the CACAC referrals
so we can support in a different way, as we are noticing families/youth are not always
ready or appropriate for therapy at time of referral but also in need of some sort of
psychological support.”
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Child & Family Advocacy
Program
977
Client Contacts & Emails. Our Child and Family Team play a critical role in our children’s
journies; they are the main point of contact for them every step of the way, From their
first visit to the Centre, to helping them navigate the sometimes confusing systems, to
helping them connect with community resources and overall advocating for what is best
for the child.

628
Hours in CFA Training. We understand the importance of education for not only child
abuse prevention, but also child/client care. Our Child & Family Advocates go through
certified training to ensure they are able to provide the best support possible for our
kids and their families.

36
Number of Families who utilized Court Prep. In July we were able to begin use of our
“Court with CACAC Support” videos. These videos allow an inside look at what their
experience may be like at the Court House (child & adolescent versions). COVID-19 had
large impact on the judicial system, so we anticipate many more families utilizing our
court support services in the coming year.
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Essential Support
CACAC Child and Family Advocacy Program believes in the power of connection. Research
demonstrates that parent/caregiver support is essential to reducing trauma and improving outcomes for children and family members. CACAC Advocates play a key role in helping to support
the child and their families throughout the whole process. As the case goes through the investigation, prosecution, and healing process, the Advocate is there to help the family understand
the process and learn about their rights. They offer support and assistance with referrals for
resources such as counseling, financial assistance, housing, and other community support. Advocates will continue to follow up with families after they leave the Central Alberta Child Advocacy
Center to offer any ongoing support and additional assistance they may need.

“

Court Preparation and Support is designed to make the process of testifying in court easier for
children. Child and Family Advocates will help child witnesses become familiar with the courtroom process and environment. CACAC currently has one dog handler and support dog who will
attend court (when available) with child witnesses.

Can she please
come to court
with me?
CACAC YOUTH
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Our
4-Legged Hero
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Quinn: CACAC Facility Dog
In 2019 the Royal LePage Network Reality Corp. Group chose the CACAC as the Charity of Choice for their annual charity golf tournament. After learning that the CACAC
had the opportunity to put their name on the waitlist for a facility dog through Dogs
With Wings, but that the Centre needed to first secure enough funds, the RLP group
knew that this is was where they wanted their proceeds to go.
In early 2020 we received news that we had been approved for our own Facility Dog
- something the CACAC crucially needed as the number of cases continued to climb.
September 2020, our Child & Family Advocate Coordinator, Becca Glackin, went to
Edmonton to begin her training and to become, in addition to her role, Facility Dog
Handler to Quinn. Fittingly, in October during Child Abuse Prevention Month, Becca
came home with Quinn and started bringing him to our Centre.
Quinn had to start off slow with some meet -and-greets, but instantly felt at home. He
has since begun to join children and youth in their interviews.
During one of Quinn’s first interviews, he moved from the couch (where he was supposed to stay) to the floor - the little girl knew he might have been nervous too, like
her, so she moved onto the floor to be with him.

“Quinn was the best distraction for me when I had to talk about
that. I liked that I was able to comfort him too.”
We are beyond grateful for RLP Network Reality Corp. for their donation and making this possible. A big thanks to Dogs With Wings for their support throughout the process and getting
Quinn into our home. And a special thank you to the Chappell Family and Quinn’s two volunteer foster families (Gil and Theresa, and Monica). We hear and see daily the positive impact
Quinn has on every family that comes in here and that is all thanks to you.
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Education
& Prevention
As a community, we need to better understand what child abuse is; education is the key
to early prevention.
The Education Program for the CACAC was developed to help engage the community and
provide access to learn more about the issue, how to recognize the signs, ways to respond +
report, and how to help prevent this from happening to a children in their own lives.
In Fall 2020, Dean Pasiuk become the Director of Education Programs at the CACAC (one
of the first CAC’s in Alberta to have a role like this). Dean’s avid 30+ years in the education
system brings a new view to the table and helps foster the connections between educators
and the systems that support their kids.
The Education Program is multi-faceted and will build over the years to come. The CACAC
has implemented a phased approach in building awareness and providing support resources
to our entire Central Alberta Community.

Phase 1 Initiatives Completed:
Meeting with
Superintendents
of all 10 school
jurisdictions in
CA draw zone

Provide
Professional
Development (PD)
to schools &
communities on
child abuse

Be the voice
of both the child/
youth and the
school at the
Triage Table
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Education Programs in
Development
1)

Building Connection & Resiliency at Home

In February 2021, the Provincial and Municipal Government officially announced that they would be funding
one of CACAC Education Program initiatives: the Building Connection & Resiliency at Home program.
This program is to be developed through the CAC Education Program and delivered in conjunction with schools
and community organizations located in the Central Region of Alberta to mitigate the effects of COVID-19 on
community members. With the CACAC as the hub, this program will propel education, family connection and
skill building in an accessible, virtual format with support and programming designed for children, youth and
their families.
The Building Connection & Resiliency at Home program will provide access to a variety of educational activities
directed toward 3 main audiences; Parents, Caregivers/Front Line Staff and Children. Each section will provide
audience-specific programming and activities to practice wellbeing, provide coping skills, enhance strong relationship building and mental health awareness. Programming found in this online hub is based off previously
developed best practices, courses and sessions from specialized experts to provide at home support in these
challenging times.
We would like to thank our government for recognizing the urgent need for accessible mental health resources.
Estimated Project Launch: Early Spring 2022

2)

Climbing Tree Mentorship Program

This program was first imagined by one of our first summer
students, Carley Wlad. Though still in its infancy, the CACAC has a
clear vision for this program. The CTMP will be one of the first of its
kind. It will be a program built for resiliency; for positive changes and
impacts; for our youths.
The Climbing Tree Mentorship Program is here to help develop our
youths’ resilience by building positive outcomes through healthy
relationships.
Estimated Project Launch: Late 2021/Early 2022
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Provincial Voice
The CACs/CYACs of Alberta stand together to

When COVID-19 hit, the group took action in

drive awareness around the issue of child abuse

creating stronger joint awareness campaigns

- giving a voice to the often silenced issue and

as they knew this global pandemic would have

for those who cannot speak for themselves.

a detrimental impact on the already growing
epidemic of child abuse.

In 2019 all 8 of the Alberta Child Advocacy
Centres started to meet formally to create what

The group stared putting out collective social

is now known as the “Provincial Voice.” Initially,

media posts focused on what child abuse is, how

it was a way to connect and keep up to date on

to recognize it, how to recognize from a dis-

best practices and share innovative awareness

tance, how to respond & report. The team also

concepts. October 2019 was one of the first “col-

put together a new video series called “CACs

lective” pieces the group did where each Centre

Connect” where guests, like CEOs, Forensic

acknowledged Child Abuse Prevention Month,

Interviewers, and RCMP members would come

agreeing upon the color blue to formally be the

on to discuss various topics. This gained much

representing color and published a joint media

attraction and attention with large reach over

release.

the entire province - which was the entire goal to drive awareness and get people talking.

In April, thanks to a fellow CAC, the Snowflake Place, a PSA campaign was created called “Kids Can’t
Wait,”emphasizing the impact of the COVID-19 lockdowns and kids potentially not having a safe place to
go.
The CACAC had the short video turned to radio pieces and asked the local community to stand behind
the message and help spread the word - ALL of our local community news platforms, without any hesitation, stepped up and shared our message.
The Provincial Voice has continued to meet quarterly, sharing updates and creating provincially-used
content - building a stronger voice for our children and the issue of child abuse.
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Child Abuse Prevention Month
#GoBlueAB
The CACAC recognizes October as Child Abuse Prevention Month, with the official day being October
24th. This month is special to many CACs as it highlights the societal issue of child abuse and sparks conversations over an often-silenced issue.
In 2019, CACAC’s first year on Instagram for the month of October the hashtag #GoBlue was created.
We asked the community to “Go Blue” for child abuse prevention month (much like wearing pink for
anti-bullying and orange for Every Child Matters).
In October 2020, the new provincial hashtag was created: #GoBlueAB, a great way for all of Alberta to
join in on “going blue” to show their support.
This year our voice grew. We had a month full of shareable child abuse awareness content and also had
an even larger platform to “Go Blue”.
Thanks to our partnership with Bower Place and the BNest Studio and sponsor the Phone Experts Group
of Companies, we sold blue hearts throughout the month of October with the option to write a message
of courage - these would then be displayed in the mall on the 24th.
For every blue heart sold we had a blue heart
decal that would also be displayed - these ones
were on every third tile in the mall, representing
the 1 in 3 Canadians impacted by child abuse.
We were overwhelmed with the community
support and involvements for the year’s
#GoBlueAB campaign. Many schools and businesses wore their blue shirts in honor of those
impacted.
We look forward to growing our #GoBlueAB
campaign year over year - increasing awareness
about child abuse prevention and intervention.
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Community Awareness
Highlights
April
20’

May
20’

June
20’

July
20’

AuGust
20’

Connecting During a Crisis: Video Series
Guest: Dr. Jodie Carrington & Dr. Peter Gregg
Start of Provincial Voice collective content including “Kids Can’t Wait” PSA launch
CAC celebrated and highlighted our Volunteers for National Volunteer Week with special features
and a video by staff

New Global Initiative of Giving Tuesday Now.
Launched digital fundraising campiagn and raised over $14,068

CACAC recognized & celebrated Pride Month. New logo was deisgned to incorporate the rainbow to
reflect diversity of sexuality and identity.
As the world first started opening back up, CACAC partnered with local businesses in RD, Sylvan
Lake and Lacombe to get people out and venture to new places.

Court Prep videos filmed at the Red Deer Court House created by CACAC for our children & youth
recieved full persmissions to be used by the judicial system - allowing for kids to get an inside
glimpse of the process

Name contest for new Lion Stuffie (mascot) through social media. Winning Name: Braven
Postponment of Signature Event: BOA
Launch of new website

Graphic Design & Infrastructure

September
20’

October
20’

November
20’
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Launched New CACAC Coffee Mugs from the Coverall Shop & “Brave Blend” Coffee from City
Roast Coffee
Ride for Refuge: Virtual Run. Staff of the CACAC each chose an activity to participate in, including: running, walking, biking and painting

Launch of Child Abuse Prevention Month #GoBlueAB.
Launch of “You Are Not Alone” video. A video showing the collective courage it takes by our
partners: RCMP, AHS, Children’s Services, our Advocates and our Community to stand behind
the children who need us most. Video is often used in many of our presentations and has been
viewed widely across Canada.

Public launch of the 2022 CACAC 50/50 Cash Lottery - with new Loyalty & Early Bird Prizing
Bower Place Chairty of Choice: Pop-Up Shop

Announced the move into our new home. We are now in a space that can
faciliate and support multiple families and conduct 2 interviews at a time.
The space also includes a large classroom that our progams can run out of.
Social Campaign of 12 Days 21 Ways to Support the CACAC

December
20’

January
21’

February
21’

March
21’

Direct Mail Holiday Mail Out
Giving Back. Thanks to many generous donations from multple donors/families we were able to
create many moments of joy

One Day Challenge for Lottery. Goal: 1301 Packages. Sold: 1535 - over $65,000 in ticket sales

Building Connections & Resiliency at Home Funding Announced
2021 Cash Lottery Completed: Total Jackpot: $375,290

Hallway of Paw Prints. Friends at Reid & Wright Advertising created CAC colored Quinn paw
prints to go down our hallways
Parnered with Dogs With Wings on announcement of their Puppy Raising Program

THANK YOU

We would like to thank everyone who advocated for the CACAC this year - through donations, fundraisers, gifts in kind,
and creating awareness through the power of social media. We would also like to extend a huge thank you to all of our
volunteers. This year was not easy, and you stood beside us ready to go when we needed you.
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Community
Support
The impact of COVID-19 has been felt everywhere. Our children come first and so
we took all precautions and measures that would allow us to keep supporting our
kiddos - to keep our doors open as their safe place.
Thankfully, we were able to continue providing critical care for our kids as our
Advocacy Team/Program and MDT Partners/Services, our heroes, were deemed
essential.
Our fundraising efforts to continue growing our Centre were heavily impacted
by the global pandemic as everything, all events and fundraisers, including our
signature Battle of Alberta event, came to a complete halt.
Resiliency is a keyword the CACAC uses ; our children are resilient, so our
Community Development Team took note and started to pivot all plans.
Community Development is just that - community. Though many of our plans
changed and postponed, our community stood by our side to ensure we were
supported; to ensure our children were supported.
We are incredibly grateful for the overwhelming support by so many in our Central Alberta
community. You all make an incredible difference. The innovation behind many fundraisers
during this uncertain time is truly inspiring. From our littlest donors, to corporate supporters,
foundations and government, you have each made a significant difference in our Centre and the
support we are able to offer our most vulnerable.
You supported us when we needed you most, and for that we thank you. Your kind donations,
during a world-wide crisis none-the-less will allow for our children and their families to builder
healthier, brighter futures. With your advocacy, we will end the cycle of abuse.
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Centre Financials
2021

2020

Current Assets

$ 2,098,226

$ 1,080,170

Capital Assets

58,497

63,539

$ 2,156,723

$ 1,143,709

$ 569,047

$ 196,590

Summary Statement of Financial Position
March 31, 2021

Assets

Current Liabilities
Long Term Debt
Deferred Contributions
Net Assets

Share Capital
Net investment in capital assets
Unrestricted net assets
Internally restricted net assets
Externally restricted net assets

40,000			

-

653,488

517,375

31
94,936
(18,277)
335,843
481,605

31
63,539
(201,720)
335,843
232,051

$ 2,156,723

$ 1,143,709

2021

2020

$ 295,195

$ 454,042

101,120

33,897

(314,765)

(273,253)

Government Assistance

396, 448

18,460

Loss on Disposal of Property,
Plant and Equipment

(13,554)

Summary Statement of Operations
March 31, 2021

Donations & Fundraising
Activities (Net)
Lottery Activities (Net)
Operating Activities (Net)

Excess of Revenues Over Expenses

$ 464,444

$ 233,147
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200, 4315 55th Ave
Red Deer, Alberta
T4N 4N7
587-272-2233
www.centralalbertacac.ca
info@centralalbertacac.ca
Remember, we all have a duty to report.
Child Abuse Hotline: 1-800-387-5437
RCMP Complaint Line: 403-343-5575
Kids Help Phone: 1-800-668-6868

@centralABCAC

